OPEN SCORE

House Dark

Tennis Lites Up.

Projectionist Go to Station

1. Christina,
2. Christopher,
3. Alex, + Flash Lt.,
4. Deby. + Flash Lt.,

→ Cross to Mass Exit Door

When Cris + Cristina Take Places at Net Frank + Mimi Enter

Frank Adjusts Net
Warm Up (Tennis Volley)
(FOR UNDETERMINED TIME)

Jacket Removed Game Starts

2 Min After Game Is In Progress → Tennis Lights Action.

When All Lights Out Cameras + Projectors On

Infra Red + Tennis Tape On

CAST POSITIONS

By Judy

Frank Stella
Mimi Kaknac
Christopher, Christina Williams, Alex Hay
Deborah Hay
Simone Whitman

After Crowd Enters

500 Down Stairs

Marylyn Wood
Simone Whitman

T.V. Controls

Bob Breer
Les Levine
Steve Paxton
Bill Hartig
Bill Jr.

1. Electrician At Follow Spot

3 CUEs IN BALCONY
MASS ENTERS
CUEING STARTS (ELAINE)
AT BLACK-OUT AFTER TENNIS.

OTHER TAPES OF TENNIS GAME AND NAMES BEGIN WHEN READY AND CONTINUE UNTIL EXIT CUE.
WHEN LIGHTS ARE UP SOUND STOPS.

LIGHT ARE UP FOR 30 SEC. THEN DIM OUT.
MASS EXITS IN DARKNESS. (ALEX + DEBBY)

FOLLOW SPOT COMES ON. BOB R. CARRIES SIMONE OUT. MOVES HER 5 TIMES.
FOLLOW SPOT REMAINS STATIONARY ON 5TH MOVE THEN OUT.

HOUSE LIGHTS UP.